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Abstract
It is well-known that multiprocessor systems are vastly
more difficult to program than systems that support
sequential programming models. In a 1998 paper[11] this
author argued that six important principles for supporting
modular software construction are often violated by the
architectures proposed for multiprocessor computer systems. The Fresh Breeze project concerns the architecture
and design of a multiprocessor chip that can achieve superior performance while honoring these six principles.
The envisioned multiprocessor chip will incorporate
three ideas that are significant departures from mainstream thinking about multiprocessor architecture: (1)
Simultaneous multithreading has been shown to have performance advantages relative to contemporary superscalar
designs. This advantage can be exploited through use of a
programming model that exposes parallelism in the form of
multiple threads of computation. (2) The value of a shared
address space is widely appreciated. Through the use of
64-bit pointers, the conventional distinction between
‘‘memory’’ and the file system can be abolished. This can
provide a superior execution environment in support of
program modularity and software reuse, as well as supporting multi-user data protection and security that is consistent with modular software structure. (3) No memory
update; cycle-free heap. Data items are created, used, and
released, but never modified once created. The allocation,
release, and garbage collection of fixed-size chunks of
memory will be implemented by efficient hardware mechanisms. A major benefit of this choice is that the multiprocessor cache coherence problem vanishes: any object
retrieved from the memory system is immutable. In addition, it is easy to prevent the formation of pointer cycles,
simplifying the design of memory management support.

1. Introduction
It is well-known that multiprocessor systems are vastly
more difficult to program than systems that support
sequential programming models. In a 1998 paper[11] this
author argued that six important principles for supporting
modular software construction are often violated by the
architectures proposed for multiprocessor computer systems. The six principles are:
1.

Information Hiding Principle: The user of a module must not
need to know anything about the internal mechanism of the
module to make effective use of it.

2.

Invariant Behavior Principle: The functional behavior of a
module must be independent of the site or context from
which it is invoked.

3.

Data Generality Principle: The interface to a module must be
capable of passing any data object an application may
require.

4.

Secure Arguments Principle: The interface to a module must
not allow side-effects on arguments supplied to the interface.

5.

Recursive Construction Principle: A program constructed
from modules must be usable as a component in building
larger programs or modules.

6.

System Resource Management Principle: Resource management for program modules must be performed by the computer system and not by individual program modules.

The first two principles have been generally appreciated
for many years. For example, the Information Hiding Principle was advocated by David Parnas[26]. The Data Generality Principle is implicit in the goals of the object-oriented
programming methodology where any type of object a user
wishes to define through a set of methods can be freely
passed among program modules. The Recursive Construction Principle simply asks that program modules, once constructed, can be used as components in building higherlevel modules — an obviously desirable property but one
that is curiously lacking in most programming systems.
The importance of the System Resource Management Prin-

ciple is evident from the ubiquitous presence of virtual
memory and paging in most systems intended to support
large-scale programs. However, the extension of these
ideas to more general global addressing features as in Multics[2] and the IBM AS/400[28] has not been generally
adopted.
The continued practice of partitioning data into separate
categories of ‘‘memory’’ and ‘‘files’’ seriously impedes the
practice of modular programming. It makes the System
Resource Management Principle impossible to honor, and
constitutes violation of the Data Generality principle
because files (as opposed to file names) cannot be used as
arguments or results of a program module.
The Secure Arguments Principle[11] is important in
computer systems that support concurrent operation of program modules. If two program modules share input data
then any change made to the value of the shared argument
made by one module will be potentially visible to the other,
leading to possible nondeterminate operation and incorrect
behavior that could be very difficult to track down. The
Secure Arguments Principle requires that this situation not
be allowed to happen. In particular, the language in which
modules are written should not permit modules to have
“side effects” through their input data.
The Fresh Breeze project concerns the architecture and
design of a multiprocessor chip that can achieve superior
performance while honoring the six principles. As early as
1968[3] it was recognized that properties of a computer or
programming system can affect one’s ability to practice
modular software construction. One must be able to identify a unit of software that provides well-defined interfaces
with other modules and eliminates dependences on the
context of use. To satisfy the Resource Management Principle, the system must implement resource management
rather than permitting modules to make private resource
allocation decisions. To satisfy the Data Generality Principle, there can be no separate file system, and data structures represented in heap storage must have a data type and
be able to be passed between program modules. This
implies the necessity of a global address space.
In this paper we report on the Fresh Breeze project the
author has begun at MIT. Its goal is to demonstrate a realization of this set of principles in the design of a multiprocessor chip for general-purpose computing. To reach this
goal, the Fresh Breeze multiprocessor chip incorporates
three ideas that are significant departures from conventional thinking about multiprocessor architecture:
Simultaneous multithreading. It has been argued that
simultaneous multithreading[29] can yield performance
advantages relative to contemporary superscalar designs.
This advantage can be exploited through use of a programming model that exposes parallelism in the form of multiple threads of computation. Also, compact ways of

encoding dependences among instructions in several
closely related threads have been devised in recently
reported work[20]. By arranging for a compiler to encode
data dependencies between instructions in the machine
code, ILP may be exploited without the complex predictive
mechanisms of contemporary superscalar microprocessors.
The result is that fine-grain parallel execution of several
activities can achieve high utilization of processing
resources (function units).
Global shared address space. The value of a shared
address space is widely appreciated. Through the use of
64-bit pointers, the conventional distinction between
‘‘memory’’ and the file system can be abolished. This will
provide a superior execution environment in support of
program modularity and software reuse. Some of the benefits of employing shared address spaces have been demonstrated by the Project MAC Multics system[2] and in the
success of IBM AS/400 system products[28].
No memory update; cycle-free heap. In a Fresh
Breeze computer system data items will be created, used,
and released, but never modified once created. The allocation, release, and garbage collection of fixed-size chunks of
memory will be implemented by efficient hardware mechanisms. A major benefit of this choice is that the multiprocessor cache coherence problem vanishes: any object
retrieved from the memory system is immutable. In addition, it is easy to prevent the formation of pointer cycles,
simplifying the design of memory management support.
The following sections introduce our current vision of a
Fresh Breeze computer system. After describing the structure of the multiprocessor chip and how it is intended to be
used within a larger system, we focus on the memory hierarchy, the nature of the heap implementation, and how it
supports scientific computation, using a classical linear
system solver as an example. Then the support for streambased computation is introduced, leading to a discussion of
support for transactions on shared data.

2. Architecture
A Fresh Breeze System consists of several Fresh Breeze
Processing chips and a shared memory system (SMS), as
shown in Figure 1. There is also provision for interprocessor communication and message exchange with input-output facilities. Each processing chip includes several (16,
say) multithread processors and memory to hold fresh and
active data and programs. The architecture of a processing
chip is discussed further below.
Memory in a Fresh Breeze system is organized as a collection of chunks, each of fixed size. In this paper we
assume that a chunk contains 1024 bits and can hold either
thirty-two 32-bit words or sixteen 64-bit double words, for
example. (A different size may prove a better choice, but
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Figure 1. A Fresh Breeze system
we won’t know without some testing of the design.) A
chunk also includes auxiliary information that indicates the
type and format of its contents. Each chunk held in the
SMS has a unique 64-bit identifier that serves to locate the
chunk within the SMS, and is a globally valid reference to
the data or program object represented by the chunk’s contents.
A chunk may contain 64-bit pointers that refer to related
chunks, for example, components of a data structure. The
rules of operation of a Fresh Breeze system are such that
the contents of a chunk are never altered once the chuck
has been stored in the SMS. (There is one exception to this
in the case of a guard chunk which is provided in support
of transactions processing, as discussed briefly toward the
end of this paper.) Moreover, a reference pointer may only
be incorporated into a chunk at the time the chunk is first
allocated and filled — before its reference count becomes
greater than one. It follows that there is no way that a path
can be formed that leads from a reference contained in a
chunk to the reference identifier of the chunk itself. This
property guarantees that the directed graph consisting of
the collection of chunks and the references between pairs
of chunk will never contain directed cycles.
The SMS supports the operations of: obtaining unique
identifiers for new chunks; storing a chunk; accessing a
chunk from its pointer; and incrementing or decrementing
the reference count of a chunk. The SMS automatically
performs incremental garbage collection of chunks when
the reference count of any chunk it holds becomes zero.
Note that chunks are always moved between the SMS and
on-chip memory of the processing chips as complete units,
just as cache lines are stored and retrieved in conventional
computers.
The Fresh Breeze Processing Chip, shown in Figure 2,
includes sixteen multithread processors (MTPs) (only four
are shown) and additional units that hold on-chip copies of
instructions and data. The MTPs communicate with eight
Instruction Access Units (IAU) for access to memory
chunks containing instructions, and with eight Data Access
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Figure 2. The Fresh Breeze Multiprocessor Chip.
Units (DAU) for access to memory chunks containing data.
Both kinds of access units have many slots that can each
hold one chunk of program or data. The location of an
access unit slot is the combination of the unit number and
the slot index within the unit.
Certain registers of the MTP can hold pointers used to
access data and program chunks. These registers also have
an extra field that contains the slot location of the chunk
once access to it has been effected and the chunk is present
in one of the access units. The Instruction Association Unit
(IAU) and the Data Association Unit (DAU) are augmented associative memories that map 64-bit unique references into chip locations when a chunk is retrieved from
the SMS by means of its reference identifier. The two association units are related to the TLB (translation lookaside
buffer) of a conventional processor, but the contents of a
TLB is valid only for the currently executing process,
whereas the association units of the Fresh Breeze Processor
Chip hold globally valid references and never need to be
flushed. The association units also maintain chunk usage
data so the “least recently used” criterion may be used to
select chunks for purging to the SMS when on-chip space
is needed for more active programs or data.
The MTPs are scalar processors that embody a modified principle of simultaneous multithreading. In brief,
each MTP supports simultaneous execution of up to four

independent activities. Each activity presents integer and
floating point instructions in a way that allows exploitation
of a limited amount of instruction-level parallelism within
the activity. Each activity has a private register set for integer, floating point and pointer values, and special registers
that hold references to the chunks that hold instructions of
the function body being executed by the activity. The integer and floating point function units of the MTP are shared
by all four activities. An activity is suspended when it
encounters a data or program access request that cannot be
met immediately from chunks held in the on-chip access
units, and also if the activity is waiting for a response message for an input-output transaction. Status information for
suspended activities is held in data chunks in the DAUs.
The Data Association Unit maintains these activity status
records in a priority queue as completion signals arrive and
assigns them to MTPs as activity slots become free.
Execution of a function call initiates a new activity in
the body code of the function, creating a function activation with a dedicated function activation record made up of
one or more data chunks. Each function activation executes
completely on the processing chip where its initial activity
began execution. This execution may spread to several
activities running on the same or different MTPs on the
chip, and may include invocations of functions whose activations are (through remote function call) initiated on other
processing chips.

3. Array Data Structures
All data structures used by application programs in a
Fresh Breeze system are represented by assemblages of
(fixed-size) chunks. Since cycles are not allowed, each
such representation must take the form of a DAG (directed
acyclic graph). The treatment of arrays will serve to illustrate principles that may be applied to a variety of data
structures.
In general, an array is a data structure that represents a
mapping of an index set into a set of element values. Often
the set of element values is a basic data type such as integers or floating point values represented in a 32 or 64 bit
computer word. In a Fresh Breeze system, array elements
may also be pointers (references) to objects of any chosen
data type. For the Fresh Breeze machine the index set is
restricted to non-negative integers less than 232.
Suppose the elements of an array are 64-bit floating
point values. Then 16 element values can be held in one
1024-bit chunk of memory. These must correspond to a
contiguous range of index values starting at a multiple of
16. For this format of data in a chunk, auxiliary information consisting of 16 flag bits indicates which of the sixteen
value positions hold defined elements of the array.
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Figure 3. An array with four defined elements.
A large array is represented by a tree of chunks having a
depth of as many as eight levels. The number of levels is
determined by the largest index value for which the array
has a defined element. For example, the tree for an array of
64-bit values with an index set of {0, .. , 255} would have
only two levels. Each chunk of the tree is marked with its
level (0..7), the leaf nodes that contain element values
being at level 0. Each chunk at a higher level in the tree
contains up to 16 64-bit pointers to chunks at the next
lower level.
Given an array represented by a tree of depth k, if there
is a chain of pointers leading to a leaf chunk, where at each
level h the pointer occupies slot s [ h ] , then the element in
position s [ 0 ] of the leaf chunk corresponds to the index
k–1

x =

∑ s [ h ] × 16

h

h=0

At each level of the tree, flags indicate whether each slot
contains a valid pointer. Where there is no valid reference,
the array is undefined for index values corresponding to
any chain that runs through the invalid slot.
Figure 3 illustrates how three chunks are used to represent an array containing defined 64-bit elements for index
values in the set {30,31,32,33}.
To access an array element for a given index value x:
Divide the 32-bit binary representation of x into 4-bit sections, and number the eight sections (nibbles) from right to
left. This numbering corresponds to the levels of the tree. If
the leftmost non-zero section is at level k and the tree has
fewer than k levels, the given index x is out of bounds.
Suppose the tree has depth k. Then the 4-bit section at posi-

tion (k - 1) gives the slot containing the pointer to the next
chunk on the path to the desired leaf chunk (the leaf chunk
itself if k = 1). This procedure is effected in the Fresh
Breeze machine by a collaboration between the memory
interface unit of the MTP executing the activity and the
(one or more) DAUs that hold chunks that need to be
accessed.
Note that large, sparse arrays are represented with reasonable efficiency, at the expense of requiring several
accesses to chunks to access any element starting from the
root pointer of the array. This latency of access to array elements is accepted in a Fresh Breeze system for the benefit
of being able to perform the allocation of new arrays with
minimal cost. It is expected that most of this latency will be
tolerated through intra- and inter- activity parallelism
exploited through simultaneous multithreading.
Arrays are constructed using three basic operations:
Create, Augment, and Combine. The ArrayCreate operation allocates a chunk (in a DAU) and initializes it with up
to 16 array elements. This may be done as a single operation in which element values from a contiguous group of
processor registers are transferred. If the index range of the
array elements is such that a pointer chunk is required, then
a second chunk is automatically allocated and initialized
with a pointer to the leaf chunk. This is continued to yield a
tree (chain) of chunks of the necessary depth.
The ArrayAugment operation may be used to fill in
undefined elements of a leaf chunk. This is permitted as an
“update-in-place” if the reference count of the chunk is one
and the chunk has not been stored in the SMS. Otherwise,
either the array has already been made available to other
activities or it has been saved in the SMS, and the chunk
must not be altered. In this case a new chunk is allocated,
the elements of the given array are copied, and the updatein-place is performed on the copy. Note that a chunk will
be sent to the SMS only if space is needed because on-chip
memory is exhausted, or there is a request for access to the
data from an activity in another chip.
Arrays represented by more than one leaf chunk are
constructed by creating several partial arrays with nonoverlapping index ranges, and combining them using the
ArrayCombine operation. The ArrayCombine operation
is given two arrays each represented by a tree of chunks.
Assume first they have non-overlapping index ranges and
every chunk in both trees has a reference count of one. The
result of the operation is a pointer to the root chunk of an
array representation that incorporates all elements of both
given arrays. No new chunk needs to be allocated unless
the combined index range demands an additional level and
a new root chunk in the tree. One of the given arrays is
chosen as the basis for forming the combined array. Any
subtree of this tree that has an index range not intersecting
with the index set of the second array is left intact. For a

subtree where there is a non-empty intersection of index
sets, the chunks of the basis tree must be updated with elements and/or pointers from the second tree. Note that the
chunks of the second array need not have a reference count
of one for this procedure to work correctly. If such a chunk
has a reference count of one, and its contents are copied
into a corresponding basis chunk, the reference count will
be decremented making the chunk free. Otherwise the
chunk will be retained because access to it is retained by
another data structure or activity.
When each chunk is allocated during construction of an
array, it is assigned a 64-bit reference identifier supplied by
the SMS from its pool of free references.
For accessing array elements, the ArrayRead operation
takes a pointer to an array (tree of chunks) and an index
range and transfers the element values to specified processor registers. The chunks along the path to the required leaf
chunk are accessed, including retrieval from the SMS to
on-chip DAUs as necessary.
The array Create, Augment, Combine, and Read operations will be implemented by processor instructions that
direct action by the DAUs. Because these operations may
require multiple steps, they will likely be supported in a
way that uses several machine instructions, perhaps including a repeat mechanism. The details of these operations are
under development.
The processing of a large array may spread over many
processing chips of a Fresh Breeze system. Construction of
an array may be initiated by an activity that invokes function instantiations on remote processing chips corresponding to some partitioning of the work, either determined
automatically by a compiler or through detailed coding by
a programmer. An array may be passed as an argument of a
function call executed on a remote processing chip. When
an activity executing the function code attempts to access
parts of the array, these may not yet have been sent to the
SMS. In this case, the SMS will act on the access request
by commanding the processor that created each requested
part of the array to send the corresponding chunk to the
SMS so it may be forwarded to the processing chip that
needs it.

4. Example: A Linear System Solver
One popular way of solving systems of linear algebraic
equations is the method based on lower-upper decomposition as implemented in the Linpack BLAS[16]. This algorithm has long been used as a benchmark for comparing
the performance of high-performance computer systems.
Here we discuss implementation of this solver on a Fresh
Breeze system for high performance.
For our purposes it is convenient to discuss the algorithm as written in the Java programming language[18].

This is shown in Figure 5 where, for simplicity, we have
omitted the code that implements “partial pivoting”. The
class LinearSystemSolver contains four methods, one
of which is public and is the entry point for users. The
arguments of Solve are n the dimension of the equation
system and A a n by n+1 matrix that contains the coefficient array in columns 0 through n-1, and the right hand
side vector as column n. The algorithm consists of two
parts: the “forward elimination” phase coded in method
Forward, and the “back substitution” phase coded in
method Backward. Because the principal computation
effort occurs in the construction of the new array An at
each of n steps (this is what gives the algorithm its n3 complexity), we focus our attention on this part of the program.
The elimination steps are performed by successive recursive calls of the method ForwardStep. In the body of this
method the following lines capture the major computational effort, where k is the step index starting from 0:

piler for a Fresh Breeze computer can easily recognize this
and generate code that creates a separate function instance
for each tile of the (n-k) by (n-k+1) index space, where the
size of the tiles is chosen as a judicious trade-off governed
by the size of the machine and the expected sizes of linear
systems to be solved. In this case, how execution of these
function instances is distributed over the processing chips
of a Fresh Breeze system is not crucially important because
the effort required to move data around becomes asymptotically small in comparison with the floating point operations required, as larger matrix sizes are handled. During
execution, chunks for each new array An will be allocated
almost instantly, and chunks containing pieces of earlier An
instances automatically become free and immediately reusable once all accesses to them have been completed.

5. Streams and Transactions
Arrays and records are the basic data structures provided by many programming languages. A record type is a
class of objects, usually of fixed size, that have several
fields that may be objects of different types, including references to arrays, other records, or arbitrary objects. Just as
records are often implemented in a sequence of computer
words in conventional computers, records can be implemented as an array of 32-bit or 64-bit elements in a Fresh
Breeze system, so they will not be discussed further here.
A kind of structured data that is increasingly recognized
as important in the construction of modular software is a
stream. A stream is an unending series of values of uniform
type that may be passed from one software module to
another. Using stream data types, many signal processing
and other applications have elegant structure as a straightforward composition of program modules[10][21].

for (int i = k+1; i < n; i++) {
temp = A[i][k] / A[k][k];
for (int j = k+1; j < n+1; j++) {
An[i][j] = An[i][j] temp * A[i][j];
}
}

The body statement of the nested loop
An[i][j] = An[i][j] - temp * A[i][j];

is to be executed (n-k) * (n-k+1) times, and all of these can
be done concurrently, offering a high degree of parallelism.
Figure 4 illustrates the forward elimination step. A com-
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Figure 4. Forward elimination step of the liner system solver.
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public double[] Solve (int n, double[][] A) {
double[] X;
this.n = n;
C = Forward (A);
X = Backward (C);
return X;
}
private Row[] Forward (double[][] A) {
C = new Row[n];
return ForwardStep (0, A, C);
}
private Row[] ForwardStep (
int k,
double[][] A,
Row[] C) {
double temp, factor;
double[][] An = new double[n-k][n-k+1];
C[k].elmnts = new double[n+1];
// Pivot row
factor = 1.0 / A[k][k];
for (int j = k+1; j < n+1; j++) {
C[k].elmnts[j] = factor * A[k][j];
}
// Non pivot rows
for (int i = k+1; i < n; i++) {
temp = A[i][k] / A[k][k];
for (int j = k+1; j < n+1; j++) {
An[i][j] = An[i][j] - temp * A[i][j];
}
}
// Terminate or Continue
if (k == n-1) {
return C;
} else {
return ForwardStep (k+1, An, C);
}
}
private double[] Backward (Row[] C) {
double[] X = new double[n];
for (int k = n-1; k >= 0; k--) {
double S = 0.0;
for (int j = k+1; j <= n-1; j++) {
S = S + C[k].elmnts[j] * X[j];
}
X[k] = C[k].elmnts[n] - S / C[k].elmnts[k];
}
return X;
}
}

Figure 5. The linear system solver written in Java.
In a Fresh Breeze system, a stream is naturally represented by a sequence of chunks, each chunk containing a
group of stream elements. Either each such chunk may
include a reference to the chunk holding the next group of
stream elements, or auxiliary chunks containing “current”
and “next” references may be used to organize the chunks
that hold stream elements. The operations StreamEnter
and StreamRemove are supported, where, in particular,
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class LinearSystemSolver {
int n;
class Row {
double[] elmnts;
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Figure 6. A view of transaction processing.
the StreamRemove operation causes the executing activity
to suspend if the stream contains no elements, and to
resume just when elements are entered in the stream.
For the StreamEnter operation to work properly with
this choice of representation for streams, it must be possible to fill in a slot (the “next” reference) perhaps long after
the chunk was allocated and filled with stream elements.
To guarantee that a cycle cannot be created, the stream
chunk is marked as being of a special stream type, and can
only be referenced by the “next” reference in another
chunk of stream type. This sort of mechanism is similar to
that of “incremental arrays” (“I-structures”)[1][7].
In earlier work [13] it was noted that performing asynchronous transactions on an object such as a “shared file”
may be viewed as happening in two phases as illustrated in
Figure [6]. In the first phase, transaction requests arriving
asynchronously are merged into a single (ordered) stream
of requests. (Each request includes context information
needed to reply to the initiating activity.) This stream of
requests is then applied to the subject entity to produce a
stream of responses which are distributed to the requesting
activities. The processing of the ordered stream of requests
is a purely functional computation that manipulates the
subject entity as an internal value. (We have noted that lots
of potential concurrency may be exploited within this functional computation, including the overlapped execution of
multiple requests.) Thus the novel aspect introduced to perform transactions is supporting the (nondeterminate) merge
of asynchronous requests.
In[12] it was shown how this may be accomplished by
using a special kind of memory object (chunk) that we
have called a guard. In essence, the guard holds a reference
to the tail element of the (ordered) stream of transaction
requests. An activity wishing to enter a transaction request
forms a request stream element with an empty “next” element field. It then performs a swap operation that substitutes the pointer to its stream element (the new tail
element) for the current pointer held by the guard. Finally
it installs the pointer of the (old) tail in the “next” field of
the new stream element.

In the Fresh Breeze machine, a guard is a special kind of
memory element (chunk) that exists only in the SMS,
thereby avoiding problems associated with cached copies.
The instruction CreateGaurd is passed directly to the
SMS and returns a reference to a unique guard chunk. The
GuardSwap instruction is also passed directly to the SMS
where it is forwarded to the component of the SMS where
the guard was allocated. With this arrangement, GuardSwap instructions executed by independent activities on
any processing chips can be processed by the SMS component in immediate succession; the rate at which transactions can be processed may be as fast as the SMS unit can
process successive swap instructions, and is not limited by
the speed of any of the MTPs.

6. Conclusion
Some of the principles and architectural concepts guiding the Fresh Breeze Project have been presented. The use
of a cycle-free heap of fixed-size chunks to support general
array data structures has been explained and illustrated
using a linear system solver.
Some interesting additional features are envisioned for a
Fresh Breeze computer system: A job is a collection (tree)
of function activations that are operating on behalf of one
user of a Fresh Breeze system. Each job may have a monitoring activity (part of a superior job) that is normally dormant, but is activated upon job termination or upon the
occurrence of exceptional conditions during job execution.

Note that an activity can only access data that it creates,
or data that it is given access to through a reference argument of its function instance. Many jobs may be running
on a Fresh Breeze System at the same time with no danger
that activities of one job can affect data of any other job
except where several jobs share access to objects by means
of transactions executed through a guard. Input/Output
transactions in a Fresh Breeze System are performed by
messages sent by activities using unique identifiers for
peripheral controllers or devices (capabilities[15][17]) provided to the job by its superior job. These features will permit a high degree of security to be realized.
The Fresh Breeze project is a continuation of work
begun many years ago inspired by the potential benefits of
recognizing program structure in study of computer architecture[4][15][5][6][8]. This work also builds on the efforts
of several other projects[19][24][23].
The Fresh Breeze Project is in an early stage. The first
steps are to complete the architectural specification and
develop a detailed instruction set. Concurrently, a cycleaccurate simulator of a Fresh Breeze System is being
developed using the Java programming language. An
important next step is enabling the preparation and evaluation of application programs to demonstrate the merit of
architectural choices. For this purpose it is planned to use a
restricted dialect of Java and a special back-end processor
that converts Java class (bytecode) files into Fresh Breeze
machine code.
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